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It's not the end of the world
There are plenty of market pundits out there predicting the end of the world, but you've probably
worked out by now that I'm not one of them. I actually believe that any little hiccups we get because of
the tapering of QE3 could actually be buying opportunities. Read below to find out why.
A particular buying opportunity, and one for the long-term, could be Greg Fraser's stock in focus Telstra. This telco has really got its head around the future of data usage. You can also see Greg on
my show tonight on Sky Business.
Also in today's Switzer Super Report, a new study by the SMSF Professionals Association of Australia
has discovered that more young people are starting up funds, as Penny Pryor finds, and Paul Rickard
explains the FBT changes in layperson's terms.
In Rudi Filapek-Vandyck's broker wrap, analysts had a very negative week, downgrading stock market
giants NAB and Qantas. James Dunn reveals some tips for when to sell those dog stocks and
Sydney's auction clearance rate breaks 80% for the second week in a row.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Stick to stocks
by Peter Switzer
There’s a guy who comes on a TV show — not mine!
— a few times a year and he always tells the viewers
that all this debt that’s driving stocks will end in tears.
Significantly, he is always dressed in black and if
anyone had listened to him they would have missed
the 80% plus that someone could have pocketed if
their portfolio of stocks at least matched the capital
gain and dividends of the S&P/ASX 200 index, since
March 2009.
That’s a sound, sad reason to be wearing black!
The irony is all booms, which we are now in, end in a
crash or major sell-off, along with a recession – it’s a
cycle. And this one will end too, but it could go for a
long time before it does, and I see it as my and my
team’s job to ring the bell before the market crashes.
This is particularly relevant as the worst two months
of all loom – September for the Yanks and October
for us. And after a great lead up this year for stocks, a
sell-off would be understandable, especially when
tapering of QE3 talk is around.
Great expectations
Recently, the experts all thought it would be
September that tapering would start, and a market
slide was expected, but the Fed boss, Ben Bernanke,
has virtually told market gurus “not so fast”.
In his mind, tapering starts when the economy is
really strong. As a consequence, the sell-off will be
small, because the bargain hunters will snap up
stocks that will benefit from a stronger US economy,
which will be the reason for the tapering and then the
end of QE3.
The related sell-off, which I think will be smaller
because Bernanke is delaying it until the time is right,

will create a buying opportunity.
But this is just one BIG factor for sticking to stocks.
Here are a few more:
Over the weekend, the G20 signed up for
policies to boost the world economy, with
austerity on the outer and even Germany kept
its mouth shut on the subject. “Growth and
creating jobs remains our priority,” the G20
finance ministers said in their communiqué
from Moscow.
The taper delay will sustain the rally and when
it ends, the economy will sustain the rally.
Usually inflation and rising interest rates kill a
stock boom, and that’s some time off yet.
Bill Gross, of PIMCO, the world’s biggest
bond fund player, is now getting into stocks!
Hedge fund guru, John Paulson, who bet
against sub-prime loans before the GFC and
made a motza, has been a loser with gold
lately but he has made money out of US
housing. “The housing market has
bottomed,” he told a conference in New York
last week.
Recently, US homebuilder confidence hit the
best level since January 2006, which was
before the letters GFC were even thought
about! And it was big jump from 51 to 57 on
the NAHB/Wells Fargo Housing Market index.
A housing recovery underpins the overall
economy’s comeback.
Generally, US economic data is good with the
Philly Fed business activity survey at the best
level since March 2011. The index, which
looks at what is going on in the mid-Atlantic
region, went from 12.5 in June to 19.8 in July.
That’s a huge rise and is another positive
omen for the US economic recovery.
Japan is getting its best economic readings in
decades and the Nikkei has surged around
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40% this year! Where there’s smoke, well
you know the rest.
Short-term technical analysis for the S&P 500
is positive for stocks. I have talked about a
change of polarity where a resistance level
becomes a support level.
History suggests if you have a good first half,
then the second half tends to follow through
with the Dow and S&P 500 up over 18% for
the year so far!
Research firm GfK’s forward-looking
consumer sentiment indicator for Germany
rose in July, topping expectations.
The Bloomberg monthly survey of economists
recently concluded Spain would emerge out of
recession in 2014.
Berenberg Bank says Greece will come out of
recession by the last quarter of 2013.
China is talking about easing monetary policy.

needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Smooth sailing
It’s clear to me that only a curve ball, left-field event,
call it an X-factor or black swan or whatever, will
change this game, which says stocks are still good
value.
Meanwhile, earnings season so far in the USA have
been OK, with around 20% of the S&P 500
companies having reported. Thomson Reuters says
65% topped earnings estimates, and 51% did better
on revenues.
I believe as long as QE3 keeps the US economy
ticking up, and efforts are being made around the
world to pump up growth, while inflation and interest
rates remain contained, then it would be madness not
to stick to stocks and to use any sell-off as a buying
opportunity.
Note I have left out of my analysis the possibility that
we could see some real economic improvements in
Europe and Japan next year, which will then
compound onto China and really set us for a big
surge in our stock market. However, that’s when you
will have to get a bit more cautious if you are a
sell-out-before-the-crash type, and really, who isn’t?
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
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Stock in focus – Telstra
by Greg Fraser
At some point in time, it will dawn on the government
of the day that the communications habits of
consumers have evolved from curly plastic fixed lines
to flashy glass mobile devices.
Telstra realised that truism nearly 10 years ago, when
it began building its next generation mobile network.
For all his bluster and bravado, former Telstra chief
executive Sol Trujillo did Telstra and its shareholders
an immense favour by shaking the company out of its
torpor. In October 2006, when the Next G mobile
network went live nationwide, Telstra gave itself an
advantage in the new era of communications that it
will not relinquish.

services and devices for which mobile applications
are ideally suited.
It is something that internet pioneer, Cisco Systems,
tracks very closely and each year produces a
must-read treatise on the state of global mobile traffic.
Every year, Cisco gets its forecasts wrong because
the pace of growth is just so rampant forcing the
forecasts skyward.

To be sure, there have been blemishes along the
way, with initial pricing of the service too high
resulting in lost market share. But under David
Thodey’s tenure, the company has galloped back
into the lead by embracing the culture of mobility.
Focus on mobile
Various industry reports place the number of
households that are mobile-only, i.e. no longer have a
fixed line connection, at around 19%. At the same
time, Telstra continues to report an inexorable
downward trend of fixed line customers. In 2003, the
company recorded 10.46 million fixed access lines
but has watched this decline by an average rate of
3% every year to an estimated 7.7 million lines over
the 10-year period.
Where the customers go, so too does the revenue.
Telstra now reports the mobile division as its largest
revenue earner.
Australia is already close to saturation point in terms
of the number of people using a mobile phone, but it
is only just beginning to step up the pace on the

The above chart says that by 2016, global mobile
traffic is expected to grow by a compound annual
average rate of 78.4%.
Most of the growth is driven by video, followed by
data, but it is interesting to see the M2M
(machine-to-machine) category only just appearing
on the radar by 2015.
M2M refers to systems that communicate with each
other such as vehicles capturing information about
reaction times, which is sent to control centres and
used to build better vehicles.
Eventually (probably sooner than Cisco and everyone
thinks) M2M data traffic could swamp all other
categories as the range of applications is boundless.
Social growth
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One aspect that is difficult to measure is the extent to
which the socialisation of the internet is generating
traffic growth. Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers
partner Mary Meeker conducts an annual survey of
the internet and she says that the rate at which
content is being shared has increased by nine times
in the last five years. It is easy to believe this rate will
only accelerate as applications like Facebook,
Pinterest, Instagram, Tumblr, Snapchat, Twitter, and
YouTube proliferate.

mobile than fixed line communications.
No love lost on NBN
The NBN is, therefore, unwittingly facilitating faster
growth for Telstra.

The amount of total mobile traffic is also increasing as
a percentage of total traffic according to Meeker’s
report. At 15% of total traffic currently, mobile will
grow at 1.5 times the rate of total traffic, doubling to
30% by 2015.
The next chart shows how a plethora of devices is
spawning the growth of mobile data but is mostly
driven by human use of phones, laptops and tablets.

In May this year, Telstra paid $1.3 billion to secure
another big chunk of spectrum that will be used to
expand its 4G mobile network. Telstra will use this
spectrum to expand the geographic coverage of its
4G network as well as lifting the speed of its service.
The new spectrum also gives it more efficient
coverage as the 700MHz capacity can travel longer
distances and provide better in-building coverage.

It is metrics such as these that have
telecommunications carriers like Telstra in a frenzy of
anticipation and excitement about the future of mobile
communications and the potential earnings to be
gleaned for shareholders.

Telstra recently said it was aiming to provide 4G
coverage to 85% of the country by Christmas this
year, up from 66% in June. That will provide a
tempting carrot for many more users to join the 2.1
million customers already enjoying speeds up to
40mbps.

Of course, fixed line broadband can do the same
things and certainly much faster using fibre-optic
cables, but the convenience of mobility is hard to
beat.

By the time the NBN finally rolls into town, there will
be a solid core of customers, who will sniff at the
pricing and simply carry on using mobile broadband
instead.

In this regard, Telstra is probably secretly delighted
that it is being paid rather well to hand over its fixed
line customers to the government-owned National
Broadband Network. Telstra will still have the
opportunity to service these customers at a retail level
but the company knows that there is more growth in

Subject to the pace of the NBN rollout, Telstra is
expecting to generate up to $3 billion of excess
capital in the next three years. Its preferred strategy is
to build up sufficient franking credits so that it can
increase the dividend from the current annual 28
cents per share, possibly from FY15.
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The prospect of higher dividends should entice even
more shareholders aboard to enjoy the current 5.7%,
fully franked dividend yield.
As a portfolio stock, Telstra is impossible to ignore.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Power shift in SMSFs
by Penny Pryor
A survey released today by the SMSF Professionals
Association of Australia (SPAA) and Macquarie Bank,
reveals some interesting recent trends in the SMSF
space.

She also reports that the percentage of geared
property investments is still quite small.

SMSF trustees are getting younger and savvier and
more of them “love experts” according to the study,
which is the result of an online survey of over 2000
Australians by Macquarie and aggregated data from
Macquarie’s cash management, wrap and mortgage
clients.

SMSF trustees value the opinion of experts (see the
graph below) but in an interesting conundrum, are
reluctant to say they rely on them.

A massive 46% of recent SMSF investors, or those
who have set up an SMSF in the past three years,
are aged under 30 and the majority, or 52%, are
women.

Love for the experts

Around a quarter of intending investors, or those that
plan to set up an SMSF in the next three years, say
they love experts and 21% are fascinated by the
opinions. However, less than 4% of both current and
intending investors say they are reliant on experts.

“It is a large percentage but it has been a trend for
sometime now,” SPAA CEO Andrea Slattery says.
“And I think [that’s partly because] the level of
information in the market is growing, rather than it
being a landscape of acronyms that people don’t
understand.”
Property in favour
Another interesting trend to emerge from the report
was the increase in direct property investments since
2006. In March this year, 14.7% of SMSF assets
were invested in direct property, up from 10.7% in
June 2006. Over the same period, the value of
property assets grew by 230% to $73 billion, a higher
growth rate than any other asset class.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Slattery insists that this is less about the property
spruikers and more about greater knowledge of how
the asset class works, along with cyclical factors.
“It’s just another asset that is getting more interest
and information,” she says.
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FBT on cars – what the change really means
by Paul Rickard
This article has nothing to do with superannuation –
unless you are a shareholder in the McMillan
Shakespeare Group or possibly carsales.com
However, because the reporting of the change about
how FBT is calculated on motor vehicles provided to
staff for their private use has been so bad – and there
is so much interest in the subject – I thought I should
have a go. In fairness to the press, the Politicians are
just as bad. Minister for Everything and Deputy Prime
Minister, Mr Albanese, clearly didn’t understand the
change when he was interviewed on Lateline on
Wednesday.

purposes is $30,000 x 0.20 = $6,000.
The taxable value is then grossed up, and the
employer pays FBT at 46.5%, which in this case is
$5,214 tax.
Any contribution the employee makes to the running
costs of the car, for example by paying for petrol and
keeping receipts, reduces the taxable value and FBT.
In fact, the FBT can be reduced to zero.
Using the same example, if the employee pays for
$2,000 of petrol costs, the taxable value for FBT
purposes is ($30,000 x 0.20) – $2,000 = $4,000.

Here goes.
The operating cost method
The change
If a car is provided by an employer for the private use
of an employee, there are currently two methods for
calculating the fringe benefits tax. The ‘statutory
formula method’, or the ‘operating cost method’.
The methods are very, very different.
This change abolishes the ‘statutory formula
method’.
The change takes effect from the start of the ‘fringe
benefits tax year’ or 1 April 2014 for existing
contracts, or immediately for new contracts entered
into after 16 July.
The statutory formula method
The ‘statutory formula method’ was simplified on 10
May 2011, when a single ’statutory rate’ of 20% was
introduced. Irrespective of the number of kilometres
actually travelled, the taxable value for FBT purposes
is 20% of the car’s original cost price.
So, if a car costs $30,000, the taxable value for FBT

This method is based on the operating costs of the
car (rather than the purchase price), and the
proportion of private use of the car as recorded in a
log book.
Operating costs include leasing costs, fuel, insurance,
repairs and service organisation membership.
So, if the operating costs of a car are $15,000
($10,000 lease costs and $5,000 fuel and insurance),
and if the proportion of private use is 40%, then the
taxable value for FBT purposes is $15,000 x 0.40 =
$6,000.
Like the statutory method, any contribution the
employee makes to the running costs of the car
reduces the taxable value.
What it will mean for an employee
Employees will now need to keep a log book, where
they record the kilometres travelled for business use,
and the kilometres travelled for private use. The log
book only needs to be maintained for a continuous
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period of 12 weeks – and once the private use
proportion is established, is valid for up to five years.
As can be seen in the above example, the methods
are fundamentally very different with one based on
original cost price, the other on annual operating cost.
Notwithstanding what the politicians might try to say,
the statutory formula does not assume that the
private usage proportion is only 20%.
That said, given that the Government has calculated
that it will net an additional $1.8 billion over the
forward estimates, it is pretty safe to assume that
many employees’ private usage proportion is going
to be pretty high and that their FBT costs are going to
rise.
Technically, while the employer is liable for the FBT,
most employers will pass on this cost to their
employees through the salary packaging
arrangements.
While there will no doubt be some “creative” log
books from employees with existing arrangements,
the local car industry’s justifiable fear is that demand
for new cars will fall as employees choose not to take
new leases on.
Stocks impacted
McMillan Shakespeare (MMS), the leading provider of
salary packaging services, remains suspended. After
the announcement on Tuesday, its stock price fell
from $17.84 to $15.35, before going into a trading
halt.
Carsales.com (CRZ) dropped 4.85% last week, on
fears that any impact the change might have in the
new car market could potentially flow through to the
second hand market. The stock was recovering this
morning, with the market appearing to put this
concern to one side.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Avoiding the traps in the stock market billabong
by James Dunn
The share market is a great place to generate wealth,
as profitable companies pay a stream of growing,
tax-advantaged dividends, and compound the growth
of their retained earnings to produce capital gain.

$18.51. It is equally clear that along the way, the
stock should have been sold. Down that horrible slide
from $18.51, Billabong gave investors plenty of
opportunity to sell.

Of course, it is also possible to make a capital loss.

Billabong was a growth story in the 2000s and the
stock market loved the notion of the Australian brand
going global. By 2011, it had 639 stores around the
world and it had swelled into a vertically integrated
manufacturer and retailer of surf, skate and ski gear
and various accessories. Over 2009 and 2010, the
company went on a massive spending spree in surf,
snow and skate brands, picking up the likes of
DaKine, Swell, RVCA, Jetty Surf, Rush, Surf
Dive’n’Ski and West 49.

Take surfwear group Billabong. It was floated in
August 2000 at $3.15 a share, raising $295 million.
Seven years later, when Billabong’s shares touched
$18.51, the company was worth $4 billion.
Last month, the shares hit a record low of 13 cents. It
last traded at 40 cents.
A company’s price on the stock market at any time,
or point in its history, is a record of transactions.
There is no ‘price’ without a transaction: at any time,
there are the bids (the prices that buyers are
prepared to pay) and asks (the prices that sellers are
prepared to accept).
In May 2007, there was a buyer willing to pay $18.51
for Billabong. And in June 2013, there was a seller
willing to accept 13 cents. Let’s hope it was not the
same person, because that 99.3% potential loss is
about as bad as it gets on the stock market.

Late in 2011, however, Billabong’s growth story
began to hit difficulties. In December of that year, it
forecast a huge decline in earnings for the first half of
the financial year, based on a sales slump across the
globe, which it blamed on an unseasonably warm
winter in the northern hemisphere and a cooler start
to the summer.
In 2011-12, Billabong reported a loss for the first time
since it floated in 2000.
Dividend decline

Diversification benefits

Billabong is a great case study of a stock success
story gone badly wrong.

Although Billabong was never really a dividend story,
investors who focused on the dividends would have
noticed that the annual dividend grew consistently
until 2007-08, when the company paid shareholders
55.5 cents a share. The following year it was 45
cents; in 2009-10 it was 36 cents; then 29 cents in
2010-11, and just three cents in 2011-12. There was
no interim dividend for the December 2012 half, and
no final dividend is expected either.

It is clear in hindsight that Billabong did a great job in
creating wealth on the rise from $3.15 at issue, to

The big problem for investors was that most brokers
didn’t start to call the stock as a sell until mid-2012,

Sometimes, shares blow up spectacularly, like
Billabong. That’s why share investors are told to
build a diversified portfolio, because the risk of having
too few exposures is that a downturn, such as
Billabong’s, can virtually wreck your share portfolio.
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when the shares were trading at about $1.10. Even
then, many of them still rated Billabong as a buy.
Brokers were still gun-shy from the GFC, when 50%
to 80% price falls were reasonably common among
the top Australian stocks. If this happened to a stock
in a normal market environment, the fall would be a
screaming red flag that something wrong was afoot.
The point is that Billabong shareholders did not really
know that their company was in big trouble.
This is a big problem for share investors – they won’t
be told when to sell a stock that has hit the skids.
Stick to your game plan
You can’t rely on your stockbroker to make sell calls.
Stockbrokers talk about ‘underweighting’ a stock,
‘lightening’ it, ‘reducing’ it or even ‘trimming’ it,
but for a variety of reasons, they rarely bring
themselves to say ‘sell’.
But investors should always be thinking about selling
their shares, or more correctly, when they should sell
a stock. A stock should be sold when it delivers the
return you expected when you bought it, or if the
company’s ‘story’ or business environment
changes and the risk of holding it increases.
Even Warren Buffett has bought the occasional dog.
It’s an occupational hazard of the share market. The
trick to share market investment is quite simply to
have fewer dogs than success stories in your portfolio
– and to expel the dogs when you realise that they
are dogs.
Of course, if you’ve chosen a share carefully for the
purpose of long-term capital appreciation, a
temporary fall in price is not necessarily a cause for
alarm. But you must monitor your portfolio constantly
for signs that a depressed price may be turning into a
more permanent state. When you’ve come to the
conclusion that a share in your portfolio is in financial
difficulty – and likely to fall in price – it’s time to sell it,
and employ a better one in its place.
Helpful aids
There are tools you can use to monitor the health of

your stocks.
For example, Lincoln Indicators’ Stock Doctor
fundamental research software tracks the financial
health of more than 2000 ASX-listed companies
(based on the most recent half and full-year reported
result) and assesses each company’s financial
health and level of financial risk.
The system gives early warning of both improving
and deteriorating fundamentals: for instance,
Billabong was Stock Doctor ‘star stock’ until it was
removed in 2006 (at $15.30) because its return on
assets (ROA) was falling.
In 2008, Billabong hit the next level of warning on the
Stock Doctor system – a rating of ‘marginal’ – when
earnings for the December 2007 half fell by 2%.
Finally in mid-2011, when operating cash flow
dropped significantly, the stock triggered a
‘distressed’ rating.
Other handy tools include the StocksInValue and
Skaffold systems, both of which calculate an ‘intrinsic
value’ for a stock, derived from its return on equity
(profitability) and other fundamental financial
measurements, and its inherent business or
investment risk.
The intrinsic value is calculated from formulas that
take into account the financial fundamentals: equity,
profitability, cash flow, debt and assets – as well as
the amount of risk involved in buying the stock. When
a company’s share price rises above its intrinsic
value, it is most likely a sell.
The bottom line is that investors should always be
open to the possibility of selling any stock. In the
SMSF context, the major banks are a different
situation, because a lot of people are holding them for
the very strong dividend yields they generate. But
when you are managing your own share portfolio, you
have to think like a professional investor, and
constantly assess your stocks on the grounds of
whether they are still doing the job for which you
bought them.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
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constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Brokers were particularly active on the down side of
the ledger last week – 27 downgrades versus 12
upgrades – on the back of three major themes:
resources stocks experiencing yet another
downgrade cycle (investors will be hoping this is the
final wash-out); the stand out performers that are
believed to becoming too expensive; and finally
knee-jerk responses to companies issuing profit
downgrades.
On the upgrade side, the main theme appears to be
that certain stocks have become too cheaply priced
and yes, that also includes resources and mining
services providers.
In the good books

Bluescope Steel (BSL) was upgraded to Buy from
Neutral by BA-Merrill Lynch. The broker said it sees
plenty of upside from the falling AUD, noting every 1c
drop adds $12 million to operating earnings. With
nothing in the way of earnings expected in FY13, the
news adds significant support to FY14 estimates and
the valuation.
Iluka Resources (ILU) was upgraded to Outperform
from Neutral by CIMB, and to Neutral from
Underperform by Credit Suisse. Zircon appears to
have turned the corner CIMB suggested, noting Iluka
had increased sales by 143% in the first half over last

year’s first half. Rutile and syn-rutile sales were
weak, but, on a net basis, the broker lifted its forecast
earnings by 56% and 31% for 2013-14. The earnings
upgrades increased the target to $12.65 from $10.45,
which lead to a rating upgrade.
The day before the update, Credit Suisse said it was
concerned that zircon sales may have weakened.
After strong demand was reported early in the second
quarter, the broker said there have been no reports of
price increases since early May. CS is concerned that
easing housing sales in China, combined with falls in
social financing, may be affecting demand and
output.
BA-Merrill Lynch upgraded Pacific Brands (PBG) to
Buy from Underperform. The broker increased its
FY13 and FY14 earnings estimates by 9% and 18%
respectively. The strategic direction of the company
has been re-set and the broker said the strengths of
the brands should now materialise. The past three to
four years have been about cutting the cost base and
opportunities now exist to grow sales through
investment in key brands and acquisitions. Hence,
the rating was upgraded to Buy and the price target
raised to $1.05 from 40c.
Resmed (RMD) was upgraded to Outperform from
Neutral by Macquarie. The broker reviewed its case
for ResMed and while Macquarie admitted the risks
around competitive bidding are not to be sneezed at,
the ultimate impact will arrive much later than most
expect and it probably won’t be as big as most fear.
In the meantime, Macquarie said that operational and
currency generated margin tailwinds, as well as
strong end-user demand for sleep products, should
continue to deliver positive earnings surprises.
In the not-so-good books
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lowered for Australian infrastructure, contract mining,
resources and Indonesian mining and Gulf
construction markets. Revenue expectations for the
Hong Kong/Macau and Indian markets were
increased. As the conditions in most of the
company’s markets remain challenging, the broker
downgraded the recommendation, with the price
target reduced to $16.56 from $20.86.
National Australia Bank (NAB) was downgraded to
Neutral from Overweight by JP Morgan. Conditions
are improving in the UK, which should be good for
asset valuations. Nevertheless, JP Morgan noted the
bank’s non-core commercial real estate (CRE)
exposures reside elsewhere, where valuations have
stalled at 15-25% below peak levels. In the case of
regional shopping centres, this is as much as 35%
below peak. A near-term surprise is not considered
likely and the broker has downgraded the stock,
prepared for a slow grind.
Ansell (ANN) was downgraded to Underweight from
Neutral by JP Morgan.
With the stock up 26% since the interim result and
20% above the price target, the recommendation was
downgraded, largely on valuation grounds. The
broker suspected that mixed production data, the
inclusion of low quality property sales and a lacklustre
performance from acquisitions, could force a reality
check on investors that have bought into the macro
theme.
Insurance Australia Group (IAG) was downgraded to
Underweight from Neutral by JP Morgan. Given the
sharp rally in recent weeks and the good result that is
expected for FY13, JP Morgan moved the stock to
Underweight. The price target was also reduced to
$5.65 from $5.80. The broker said it does not believe
Insurance Australia is as attractive on valuation
grounds as it once was, trading at around 15 times
FY14 earnings estimates on a dividend yield of 4.1%
and with consensus margins at 13.5% for FY14
ahead of this update.
Leighton Holdings (LEI) was downgraded to Sell from
Hold by Deutsche Bank. Deutsche Bank analysed
Leighton’s revenue profile and opportunities for
growth and said it expects revenue declines of 12% in
FY13 and 9% in FY14. Revenue expectations were

Qantas (QAN) was downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Credit Suisse. Credit Suisse reviewed
Australian domestic aviation and now has a
preference for Virgin Australia (VAH) over Qantas,
despite the fall in Qantas’ share price recently. The
broker said it believes the integration of Tiger
Australia and the rollout of Virgin’s three-brand
strategy, will likely result in a far more efficient and
highly segmented Australian corporate and leisure
market.
Sandfire Resources (SFR) was downgraded to Sell
from Buy by Citi, to Underweight from Neutral by JP
Morgan and to Underperform from Neutral by Credit
Suisse.
FY13 production was broadly in line with guidance,
but Citi noted cash costs were higher than expected.
FY14 guidance of 65-75kt was also below Citi’s
previous estimates, which saw earnings forecasts
downgraded.
June quarter production was largely as JP Morgan
expected. Nevertheless, near-term production
downgrades led to significant downgrades to FY14/15
earnings forecasts. The broker acknowledged
Sandfire is one of the few resources companies that
will generate positive cash flow on an all-in basis in
FY14, but said it also believes the shares are
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expensive.
June quarter production was pretty much in line with
Credit Suisse expectations as well. The big problem
was that FY14 capex came in well above prior
guidance, adding up to $82 million or more in FY15.
The broker was expecting to see something like $25
million a year.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of eight
major Australian and international stock brokers:
BA-Merrill Lynch, CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Another stellar week for Sydney property sales
by Penny Pryor
The Sydney property market continues to defy the
colder weather. The auction clearance rate for the
NSW capital was 81.4% on the weekend, another
annual high, as 240 properties went under the
hammer (see table 1 below)

Across the country, the weighted average clearance
rate for the seven capital cities minus Darwin was
65.4%, a slight drop from the 67.7% the previous
week (see graph 1 below). That compares to a level
of just 52.1% 12 months ago. The total number of
properties auctioned on the weekend across the
country rose to 1131 from 984.

The same weekend 12 months ago reveals the
beginning of the uptick in Sydney property activity, as
auction clearance rates reached 60% and over 200
properties were sold at auction. Median prices for
houses and also units have risen over the past 12
months in both Sydney and Melbourne (see table 3
below) reflective of the increase in demand.

You can read Charlie Aitken’s overview of the
property market here.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
The revised numbers for a week ago show a still very
strong 75.9% for Sydney and 69% for Melbourne, and
over 220 properties were auctioned for sale in each
city (see table 2 below).
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Did you know?
You could be in the Switzer Super Report. If you have an SMSF and are interested in sharing your experiences,
contact us at subscriber@switzer.com.au and you could feature in our regular My SMSF article.
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